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How this is expressed 
in our role descriptions

(Generic senior scientist)
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“the capabilities in 
which occupants must 
demonstrate immediate 
competence”

Focus capabilities



• Participate and contribute to reviews 
of progress, outcomes and future 
improvements 

• Identify and escalate any possible 
variance from project plans 

• Perform basic research and analysis 
which others will use to inform project 
directions 

• Understand project goals, steps to be 
undertaken and expected outcomes 

• Prepare accurate documentation to 
support cost or resource estimates 

Example: project management - intermediate “behavioural 
indicators”

NSW Public Service Commission (2013)









• Work samples: may typically assess a 
technical capability though may also 
(or solely) address a focus capability

• Referees reports: structured and 
assessed against the framework but 
may also cover scientific or technical 
capabilities

• Application: assessed against the 
framework – even though there are two 
targeted questions that may relate to 
science

• Psychometric analysis: depending on the 
type is linked to the framework

• Interview: structured and assessed 
against the framework –though these may 
be embedded in questions that relate to 
science or technical capabilities

All parts of the recruitment process are based around the 
capability framework
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CONTEXT - INTERGRATION



“For each question, we will 
tell you what capability we 
are assessing then read out 
the behavioural question”

“We will be asking you capability-
based behavioural questions. 
Please provide a response 
outlining the specific situation
you found yourself in, your task, 
what action you took, and the 
result of your actions”

Interviews are



Assistant scientist (common entry level roles)

AS Island Ecology AS Env. ForensicsAS Spatial ImageryAS (Generic)



Environmental Graduate Skills and Employer 

Needs Survey (Section 7.2, Bruce (2018))

“A second important skill 

set that emerged was 

associated with critical 

thinking, problem solving 

and analysis, including 

their role in project 

management.”

“For those jobs that required 

field data collection, employers 

expected skills … in efficient 

digital collection, ingestion and 

analysis of field data.”

“Employers were 

seeking graduates that 

can write project 

proposals and project 

reports in a clear, 

concise and persuasive 

manner.”

“In addition they desired 

knowledge of safe work 

practices”.
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Skills v capabilities

• Old position descriptions talked about “knowledge, skills and experience”

• New role descriptions talk about capabilities and behavioural indicators

• Need to consider this difference (in intention) when considering: 
“employability skills for the environmental sciences: what to employers 
want?”
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